Text: John 10
Subject: The Good Shepherd
Dole Notes: Volume: 6 Chapter: 142 Page: 95
Age Group: Primary, 6-8

**Basic Supplies:**
- yarn or string, scissors
- empty thread spools or wheels
- dowels (thin enough to fit through good)
- box lids (about 1½” x 6” x 10”)
- paint, brushes, smocks, newspaper
- heavy cardboard (or plywood)
- cotton batting, glue, black felt, red felt

**Teacher Preparation:**
- cut 2 cardboard (1 plywood) lambs for each child about 8” long
- poke holes in lids for dowels (ice pick, hole punch, nutcracker...)
- set up newspaper and paint
- poke holes in lids for pull-string “cut dowels to about 7”

**Procedure:**
- paint box lid
- glue 2 cardboard pieces together (not flaps) ~ when paint is dry, glue flaps to box lid (prop to dry) (if using plywood, cut cardboard flaps and glue to lid and to lamb)
- cut black nose and tail, glue to cardboard (both sides) cut red tongue, glue to mouth
- glue cotton to body and legs
- cut black eyes and ears, glue to head
- tie string to hole
- insert dowels in spools and poke through holes of lid
- see how the lamb follows!!

**Notes:**
- paint lids and glue lamb first, then let dry while you give lesson, and finish project ~ you could insert tongue before gluing 2 halves of lamb together; if you don’t have spools try large macrame beads, cardboard wheels, even cookies with holes.

**Music:**
- First songs: 3 (top), 12 (top), 21, 29, 30
- Lori’s tape: I Am the Door
- Little Lost Lamb Tape III
- Liturgy: